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Elon MutkO @>elonn1usk 3h 
Am considering taking Tesla private at $420. Funding secured. 
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Gall tii,Gfilche 2h e Noooooollll Still processing what this means, but would be sad to see all the 
Investors who've been w/ $TSLA miss out on the upside overthe next few years. 
AlthO<lgh If this helps the mission & Elon thinks It's smart I understand and fully 
support 
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Elon Musk O 
@elonmusk 

Replying to @Gfilche 
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My hope is *all* current investors remain with 
Tesla even if we're private. Would create 
special purpose fund enabling anyone to stay 
with Tesla. Already do this with Fidelity's 
SpaceX investment. 
11:00 AM 7 Aug 2018 
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A Gall @Gfilche lh 

'=J Replymg lo @elor>musk 

I 
amaiing, thank you for the clarification :) 
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SalntBurg @SubCanyon lh 
Need a video Gali Stall 
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Pranay Pathole @PPathole lh 

Reply,nq to@elonmusk @Gfilche 

Correct me If I'm wrong, but If he takes the company private at an all time high 
stock price, isn't that the SHORT BURN OF THE CENTURY? 
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Ajlnkya Oange @.ajinkyadange lh 
yup 
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1 more reply 

., Blotech Octonaut @Siohazard3737 l h 

- Replymg to @elonmusk @WPipperger @Gfilche 

Bagholding 2.0. You can stay Invested. just without the ability to exit. cc 
@SwissBagholding @BagholderQuotes 
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g\ It, Jason e Auble It, @/asonAuble · lh v 

'-1 No, Y?" just have t o remain invested for the long term. which most shareholders 

I 
have already planned on doing. 
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,411, Marius a lr:'cobzilrEfl(CI 53rn 
, ';r,P-f There's a reason why public companies exist -· as a minor shareholder you'd lose 
,.... your information r ights and access to easy liquidity •· regardless of your 

conviction i~ Tesla, wliy give up these rights? @el0r\111usk 
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